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IDO

verything you want to know to
help you plan your wedding can be
found in I DO. There’s practical
advice starting from the planning
stages to where to go for your honeymoon
and informative interviews with designers,
wedding planners, florists and hairstylists.

E

Our regular writers also provide you with
their entertaining viewpoints about
everything from being a best man to things
people get up to during their hen night. We
try to feature every possible aspect of what
the bride and groom need to know to make
their wedding a perfect one, from what the
mothers-in-law should wear to how to
choose your flower girl.
We bring you photos of beautiful
traditional Maltese weddings as well as
snapshots and stories from couples who
have decided to tie the knot in a completely
original way. It can all be found in this
high quality wedding magazine which
comes out five times a year.
I DO is distributed FREE
to all couples attending courses
organised by the Cana Movement
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magazine rate card & sizes
full page advert 1 issue A4 (297mm H x 210mm W + 5mm bleed)
inside front/back cover 1 issue

€700 per insert

A4 (297mm H x 210mm W + 5mm bleed)

back cover A4 (297mm H x 210mm W + 5mm bleed)
double page spread (297mm H x 420mm W + 5mm bleed)

€825
€950
€1165

half page
horizontal 140mm H x 195mm W (No bleed)
vertical 285mm H x 95mm W (No bleed)

€375

quarter page 140mm H x 95mm W (no bleed)

€190

strip
horizontal strip 50mm H x 195mm W (No bleed)
vertical strip 285mm H x 50mm W (No bleed)

€190

box spot 60mm H x 60mm W (No bleed)

FREQUENCY DISCOUNT AVAILABLE
ARTWORKS to be sent to Marcelle Portelli on ads@independent.com.mt
as PDF or JPG format with sizes as per above in CMYK and 300dpi.
Black text should be 100% K only

For advertising kindly contact Marcelle Portelli on ads@independent.com.mt M: 99201144
or the I DO team on ido@independent.com.mt T: 2134 5888 to discuss editorial opportunities.

€60

